
Two types of Electric Play (Violet Wand and Electro Muscular Stimulation)

A. Violet Wand

� What is a Violet Wand?
It is a static electric device that can be directed to every part of the body
except the face.   

� What play can a violet wand be used for?
A violet wand can be used from Sensual play to Pain play depending on
who much power is used.

� What ways can a violet wand be used?
1. Direct application  – Use a glass attachment that inserts directly into the

wand.  The glass attachment has conductive gas inside it. (Used for
Sensual to Pain play).

Note: When ever grazing the skin’s surface keep an air gap. 

2. Indirect application  –

a. Top holds the grounding rod then graze the surface of the bottom’s
(e.g. submissive) skin.  The charge will jump from the Top’s hand to
the submissive.  Also, the Top can hold any metal object and graze
the surface of the submissive’s skin. (Used more for Pain play)

b.  Top holds the grounding rod then touch someone else. The charge
will go through the Top to the other person. The other person can
graze the submissives’s skin. (Used more for Pain play)

3. Reverse application  – Attached the hold grounding rod to the
submissive.  Then the Top or any other person can grazes his hand over
the submissive’s skin.   Also, any metal object can be used to graze the
submissive’s skin.  Note, metal objects are much more intense then a
person’s hand. 
       (Used more for Pain play)
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B. Electro Muscular Stimulation

� What is Electro Muscular Stimulation (EMS)?

It is a device that provides passive “exercise” by stimulating muscles with an
electrical current.   For Fetish play it is based off of a TENS unit or
Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation which is used by physical
therapists.  However, the fetish community created new devices that have more
power with enhanced features.

� What different EMS devices are used for Erotic play?

Three of the best devices for Erotic EMS play are as follows.  They are rated
from the lowest to most powerful and enhanced features:

i. TENS Unit
� Manually control pulse frequency, pulse width, intensity,

and on/off rate.  

ii. Folsom,  
� Manually control pulse frequency, pulse width, intensity,

and on/off rate

iii. Erostek, www.erostek.com 
� Uses computer control to create one of a kind waveforms.

Erostek calls these waveforms Dynamic Pulse Technology
(DPT). 

� What are contacts and channels for EMS devices?

EMS devices uses two points of contact with the body.  This completes the
circuit.  Each circuit is called a channel.  The contacts/attachments must conduct
electricity.

� What types of attachments are used for EMS devices?

There are two types of attachments Single or Bi-polar attachments.  A single pole
attachment uses only one contact point on the body.  One wire of a channel /
circuit is connected to the single pole attachment. Therefore, to complete the
circuit two single pole attachments must be used.  A Bi-Pole attachment includes
two contact points on the body.  So, both wires of the channel are connected to
the BI-Pole attachment.  

� Why should conductive lube be used?

Conductive lube is used to make a better connection between the attachments
and the skin.  This helps distribute the current more evenly and effectively,
preventing hot spots. 
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� How should an EMS device be used safely?

For safety it is a general rule that all contacts should be used below the waste
except for attachments that use two contact points at the same point on the skin.
Do not cross the heart.  WARNING! do not use on anyone that has an
implanted electronic devices (i.e. pacemakers, defi brillators, drug pumps,
etc),  heart condition, heart disease, epilepsy, br ain disorders, nervous
system disorders, a history of stroke or seizures, or similar medical
conditions.  

In the cast you do try a BI-Pole nipple contacts use only a electro box that have
the channels isolated from each other like Erostek boxes.  If your not sure then
do try it.  

� The best approach to determine metals that involve "acceptable risk" for electro
play is as following:

    * Stainless steel
    * Copper
    * Aluminum
    * Lead-free brass
    * Bronze
    * Lead-free solid-core plumbing solder
    * Tin
    * Lead-free pewter
    * Magnesium
    * Gold
    * Silver
    * Platinum
    * Titanium

Other metals, like iron or steel, have acceptable risk, but are not convenient since
they rust.

My opinion is that NO plated objects should be used UNLESS the EXACT
composition of the plating is known AND the metal is on the list above. Galvanized
objects are plated with zinc and are not acceptable. Typical "shiny" or "bright"
plating that looks like chrome is an unknown and is unacceptable; however, a 24KT
gold electroplated object would be OK. Be aware that even some heavy, solid
metals in household objects like cabinet knobs may have "faux" stainless steel
finishes (sometimes labeled "brushed nickel") or be plated for tarnish resistance
(e.g., some polished brass Delta faucets and some Baldwin cabinet hardware --
often these are labeled "lifetime" finish); the technical name for this process is called
"physical vapor deposition (PVD)" and the metal(s) used aren't disclosed. I wouldn't
be too worried about faucet parts as they must meet safety standards, but there are
no such standards for cabinet hardware.
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� Links to EMS devices, Attachments, and Forums

► www.erostek.com
► www.sextek.com
► www.stockroom.com
► www.electroman.com.au
► www.electrocond.com
► www.peselectro.com
► www.smartstim.com
► www.eroticelectrostimmag.com
► www.violetwands.net
►       www.happystim-usa.com

Conductive Rubber links
Rubber tube

http://www.happystim-usa.com/catalog/i16.html

Rubber sheets

http://www.happystim-usa.com/catalog/i69.html

Rubber strip

http://www.happystim-usa.com/catalog/i12.html

Conductive Silver Paint
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http://actionelectronicswholesale.com/Conductive-Paint-C324.aspx

Cool Toys to buy:

Electro humbler

BUTT PLUGS
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ELECTRO COCK AND BALLS TOYS
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EXAMPLES OF HOME MADE ELECTRO CONTACTS

HAIR CLIP PREVERTED WITH SILVER PAINT
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